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Mother's Favorite Feature Paper

February 14, 1996

My Dearest,
~ n your case, Im going to make an exception. I hop
My Mother doesn't like me writing letters to strange women, bu
you don' mind that I ran your license plates through the DMV to get your address (My parole officer is such a sweetle).
That night we met at the club was the highlight of my twenty-f r yea. I confess that once I saw you dancing on the
floor with that big blond guy, I was frozen like Han Solo in carbonitf. My hands sweated and my butocks clenched as you
r fac your whole package,was like a tractor
passed close enough for me to smell your mine bouquet. Youreyes,
beam, drawing me into your black hole of lovelinss.
There you were, standing only tweny feet away. I oud not stop srin.

Sorry abou the droo. Im lad I finally

wold not be writing this lettr (whou my
convinced my sister to trick you into talking to me, but if heh dn,
Mother's consent, may I add), because I was scared to approach a beuful girl.

Don't get me wron I It wasn't me in the bushes outside yrouse with the binoculars. That is not who I am.
Everything I said and did that night was truly sincere to the typ of the guy I am. act: o you know that I
have never spent Valentines Day wih a girl, besides my Mother? As a matter of fac, I've never spent any dy

with a girl, esides my /other.
Another ing. Please do not think that I am trying to push or go too fast into a reationshi

A relationship I think is

an advanced level of dating the sam perso for some time. Here is my gret nalogy Itro to p syc holoyF ati
relationship. And belive me, I know about abnorma psychology. Too bad I failed intro to sych.
When I waied for your phone cal on Saturday, and it never ca.. I got depressed, more dpressed than the tim I
accidentally disemboweled my dog. My Mofher got tired running back and foh from the del to us th phone, and w

Abnormal psychologyI

almost ran out of quarters.

Around three in the morning, when I realized you weren't going to call, I went from depression to anger. First I thre
a brick at the TV when Love Connection came on, and then I started sharpening my knives. You shoulve seen Rover rn.
By the next morning, I was feeling much better. You cant imagine how good I felt when I realized you didn't call
because you had been sending me psychic messages all night long. I understand now that you and I are soulmates, and
not even the Pit of Sarlaak could keep us apart. I've told Mother that we are to be wed, and soon I will come to you,
and I will penetrate your soul like Lando Calrissian invading
the Death Star.

I am coming for you, my dear. My proton torpedoes are
armed and ready. Do you quiver with anticipation,my immortal beloved? Unlike the Dark Side, our Empire of love will live
forever. I'm gonna do you like a wookle.

I must go now, I hear Mother calling, and I fear the
repercussions should she be kept waiting. So does "Rover.
Until we meet again, I will hold close the memory of our
like the trash monster held on
three minute c ersonvers
to Luke. Please write back, before I kill again.

Til death do us part,
Your beloved Jedi
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SUNY

System to

By M. Chemas
In the state of New York public education has
been walking a precipice for a while and its footing just got shakier. A harsh blow comes in the
form of a proposal that would eliminate 139
degree earning programs across the SUNY system. Also on the sketchboard of ideas is a plan to
cut $71.8 million in state aid to the SUNY operat-

ing budget, and $100 million from the state's
Tuition Assistance Program. Also in the works
is a tuition hike of up to $250 per semester.
On more local terms, this translates into a $9
million dollar dent in Stony Brook's operating
budget and the possible elimination of the following departments:
Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology BS
Comparative Studies in Literature, BA
Germanic Language & Literature, BA
Humanities, BA
Russian Language & Literature,BA
Philosophy, BA
Theatre Arts, BA
You may be reading this and saying, "Hey
that's my major!" Well, yes it is. There are an
estimated 40,000 students who will be affected SUNY-wide by this department elimination proposal.
We are students in an educational system !
that is faltering a little more every day
under the oppressive weight of the state
legislature. If you look around our campus
there are little signs everywhere telling you
that public education has become the state's
disowned child. Classes are disproportionately larger than they were, even one year
ago. Students can be found sitting on the
floor or in the hallway in a somewhat futile
attempt to learn. The funds for the new student union building are frozen. But this is
not all. Our campus is asymptomatic of what
is taking place on a grander scale across our
Empire State. Our government leaders are in
the process of abandoning a principle set
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be Slashed

forth some 48 years ago. It was something
about providing access to higher education
for all. Regardless of fin ancial ability. It
looks like our governmentt leaders do not
think our generation has a ny stake in this
promise.
In our society a college degree is only a
pre-requisite for a more sr .ecialized degree
that is becoming more necEessary every day.

struggling under an oppressive weight as
student loans default and the projected earnings of today's state college students turn
out to be less than expected. It all has the air
of becoming a ridiculous paradox. The state,
in order to save revenue wants to dismantle
the system that turns out the future revenue
producers- doesn't seem to make sense does
it? Wait, there's more.
The plan to undermine state
education also includes a proS,-n-,
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its entitlement status. A program with entitlement status
cary~
provides assistance for all those
who demonstrate the financial
1
T1A need. Under the new terms TAP
T
would have a budgetary cap
that would make the following
scenario possible: You are a student who receives TAP, let us
say hypothetically $1,000 a
semester. You plan your budget
accordingly. Your education is
also financed by your summer
job, your parents and your student loan. You work in the
library part time, and there is
very little flexibility in what
Syou or your parents can further
allot
to your educational
expenses. You get a letter the
day after Christmas from the
state. They regret to inform you
that the TAP budget has been
drained and you will have to do
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By Keith Groshans courtesy of East End Beacon Iyou had
figured into your
The future begins tomorrow ,but its ramifica- spring semester budget. If the budgetary
tions will be felt for years t o come as SUNY proposal passes this situation will go from
graduates are beat out for j(obs and in life by hypothetical to starkly real for some univerprivately educated individiuals whose insti- sity students.
tutions invested more in the ir education than
the state has in ours. It will then be the state
S
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Shattering The Silence
By Heather Rosenow
Peace processes all over the world seem to be
floundering and failing lately. Somehow, though,
the apparent looming failure of the Irish Peace
Process came as quite a shock. The original ceasefire had been called by Sinn Fein in September 1994
shortly followed by a Unionist declaration of ceasefire. This was all orchestrated in the hopes that a
peace agreement satisfactory to all could be
reached, ending 25 years of violence and terror.
The British Government, however, has proved very
reluctant to oblige. Many people have pointed a finger of blame at the British Prime Minister, John
Major, for the many impasses which have appeared
in the path to Peace. He has been accused of bowing to the Protestant Unionist factions in Northern
Ireland, whose support he may depend on to be
reelected. The real problem now has become very
apparent and unfortunately it is a problem all to
familiar to us. Politics and Power seem to be more
important to the leaders of the British Government
than a lasting peace in Northern Ireland. Major's
position and that of his political allies involves the
complete disarming of the IRA before they will
even consider open party conferences. It is the participation of all groups in these conferences which
is so vital to the peace process, and also the biggest
impasse to their success, because the of the British
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Government's refusal to sit at a table with a nondecommissioned IRA. The fact remains, however,
that never in the course of peace talks has one side
been forced to give up its weaponry before a concrete agreement has been reached,
The recent bombing in London shortly followed
an IRA announcement that the complete cessation
of terrorist activities would end at 6pm February
9th. The announcement was signed "P. O'Neill",
the way in which the Irish Republican Army
(Oglaigh na hEireann) traditionally signed it's public statements. John Adams, political leader of Sinn
Fein, the political wing of the IRA, places all the
blame for the failed cease-fire on John Major.
According to Mr. Adams, "An unprecedented
opportunity for peace has been foundered on the
refusal of the British Government and the unionist
leaders to enter into dialogue on substantive negotiation." Unhappiness within the ranks of the IRA
regarding the direction in which the peace process
had been going had been acknowledged by Senator
George Mitchell, head of an international commission set up by the Irish and British governments,
previous to the bombing.
In addition to acknowledging the growing discontent, he expressed a fear that a return to violence
would result from the stalemate in the Peace
Process. Not long after his insights, and directlyfollowing the IRA's statement announcing of the end

of the cease-fire, a bomb ripped through the area
immediately surrounding the Canary Warf area of
London. This area was the scene of a failed IRA
attack about three years before the cease-fire. The
bomb exploded at around 6:55pm on February 9th
in the middle of an evacuation attempt. (A warning
announcing the presence of a bomb had been
issued earlier). The bomb blew out all the windows
in the area, injuring about 100 people, two critically. Needless to say, this deals a deadly threatening
blow to the already unstable peace process. Neither
side is willing to say the process is completely
failed, and President Clinton is asking patience and
a willingness to continue. In the President's official
statement he said "The people want peace. No one
and no organization has the right to deny them that
wish."
What the President has said does ring true, but
that does not change the lack of cooperation from a
government with a history of taking over countries
and peoples they had no right to conquer. The
British Government should start seriously considering this situation as one of human rights, and
realize that peace is the alternative all sides desire.
This bombing is a frightening reminder of the life
no one in the North of Ireland or England wants to
resume, and the only way to prevent it is for everyone to cooperate and take seriously the rights and
desires of all involved.
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Waiting For The Sun
By Boyd B. McCamish
I had a bit of a realization while traveling to
school last week. First and foremost, I need a haircut, the "cowlicks" that protrude from my head are
the best physical proof of the fact. Secondly, and
perhaps more importantly I am an abuser of a system I yearn to reform. Despite my rhetoric to
friends and family about
the need to shorten the

length of campaigning for
the primaries, I have systematically publicized the
event from its inception.
Last spring I attended
Suffolk C.C. and wrote an
"Dole
entitled
article
'Fruit' Company Seeks
Help" in which I outlined
Senator Dole's informal
to the
announcement
KT- .-! 1"f .t...iNatioinal
ress

sports teams. I admit it, I have fallen squarely into
the bosom of that callous machine we know as
American national politics, and for that I'm sorry.
Theoretically, in a two party system the
Congressional and Presidential elections should be
viewed with equal importance. However we know
that the election of a president is seen by the populous as more important and that is proven at the

Figure 4-1 Percent.age oif Voting-Ae Population That Voted for Presiden-t, 920-199
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intention to run for presi- 40 dent. Truth be known, I'm
.
(
a hypocrite in the sense
92, 1C8
)
1920
that I've scolded people for
the long
legitimizing
drawn out process that is the Presidential campaign. I hunger for this time like the upcoming
baseball and football seasons. Like a handicapper,
I sit beneath the light in my room adding and subtracting polling information much as I do earned
run averages and yards per carry of my favorite

didates platform. In 1936 Franklin D. Roosevelt was
re-elected with 61% of the vote, a clear assertion by
the public that he should continue with the "New
Deal." He did, and even today those very policies
are debated and revised to fit an ever changing
America. In 1964 Lyndon B. Johnson's 61% vote
allowed him to formulate and implement his "war
on poverty", a series of sweeping social programs
which modified and
added to the "New
Deal" itinerary. So if
61% is the magic number that a president
needs to receive a mandate from the people,
what happens if the the
outcome of the election
resembles what we saw
in 1992? Clinton 47%,
Bush 34%, Perot 19%.
Disaster! Watered down
n
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polls,where turnout is usually twenty to thirty percent higher. That being said, what broad assumptions can we make about the percentage of the vote
a candidate receives? In this century there have
been two electoral benchmarks which may give us a
working number to judge the effectiveness of a can-
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times like these, and this
allows time for contemporary issues to coagulate. It is in this climate that
the vote of young people becomes vitally important.
The participation seen in 1992 transformed us into
one of the most dynamic electoral groups in a long
time. Another electorate implosion lead by young
people could forge the next great social movement.

Bend Over and Kiss Your
Rights Goodbye
offense to discuss. For the first time in American
history, simply discussing a topic may become a
crime. Curiously, one of the words included in the
into
signed
This Thursday, President Bill Clinton
act is "abortion." Essentially, debating abortion -or
piece
new
a
Act,
law the Communications Decency
even mentioning it- on the Internet will now
ballyhooed
much
the
with
of legislation connected
become a punishable offense. Ironically, several
Act.
Telecommunications
The CDA is designed to end the libertarian, any- pro-life organizations organize their protests and
thing goes aspect of the internet, threatening mas- activities through the internet. The CDA's opposive fines and potential jail terms for anyone who nents may include members of such diverse
distributes pornographic or otherwise offensive groups as NAMBLA and the Christian Coalition.
Once implemented, the CDA may set precedent
materials over the Net.
The CDA's proponents claim the bill is crafted to for further abridgements of our Constitutional
protect the growing numbers of children who are rights. If legislators can tell us what to do on the
connected to the Internet. Under the CDA, should Internet, phone lines may be soon be victim to cena minor obtain "offensive" materials over the net, sorship... and before you can say "Orwell," we're
the managers of the internet providers will be all wearing matching jumpsuits and singing the
praises of the mother nation.
open to draconian punishment.
Perhaps the worst thing about the CDA isn't
On the surface, the CDA seems reasonable.
Nobody wants eight-year-olds reading about bes- what it will do, but what it won't. U.S. legislators
tiality or looking at pictures of Christy Canyon in have seemingly forgotten that the Internet is a globher latest skinflick. In practice, however, the CDA is al network. Even if the CDA shuts down every
incredibly damaging to the rights of Internet users. source of porn within the fifty states, there's a
The Internet is an incredibly anonymous system whole other billion people outside our borders
for communication. Users are only represented by waiting to pour their filth into what will be by then
an e-mail address, which reveals nothing about a seller's market.
Furthermore, the Internet is by its nature unconthem. There is no way to tell if someone is a minor
or not... you just have to take their word for it. trollable and chaotic; there is no way Congress is
With the CDA in effect, Internet providers will be going to keep its denizens from doing as they may.
afraid they might accidentally give offensive mate- In a world where teenage hackers can bust into our
rials to minors. Since there's no way to tell who is government's most protected security systems, it's
a minor and who isn't, providers will simply stop most unlikely the gendarmes will be able to capdistributing "offensive" materials to anyone. In ture the underground purveyors of porn.
In future months, the bill will doubtless be chalpractice, the CDA is essentially government-sponin court. Keep your fingers crossed that it
lenged
sored censorship.
found unconstitutional.
be
will
Portions of the act include lists of offensive
criminal
be
a
now
words and phrases which it will
By David M. Ewalt
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I'm

Lazy

Three weeks into my final semester I realized that most of my classes are beyond boring. (I must admit that not every class is boring, as I know at least one of my teachers
reads The Press, and knows who I am.)
My classes can be described as states of
extreme fatiguing blahness. It has gotten to
the point where I have to do things to keep
my eyes open for the duration of class. On
Tuesdays and Thursdays, you can usually
spot me doing the crossword puzzle in class
and on Mondays and Wednesday, I'm usually inflicting pain upon myself to stay awake.
Yes, it's possible for classes to be this dull.

A

Hell

sense of importance, and I have the power of
The Press at my beck and call. Why shouldn't my mind want to stay in this environment? At school my mind feels in command.
It has fun and few worries.
When I get out into the world I'll be back
at the lowest rung of the ladder in whatever field I decide to go into. People will
tell me what to do and I won't have a biweekly paper in which to make fun of
those who piss me off.
Could my mind be doing something this
complex? Making me fall asleep in class
more than usual, telling me that now would
be a good time to curse out the teacher or
that the T.A.'s dog really wants to be let loose
in the cafeteria?
I don't know. Maybe my mind is trying to
keep me from graduating. I wouldn't mind
going to school forever. It would mean never
having to pay back those student loans if I
went to school for 40 years. But with the
speedy decline of the amount of majors
Stony Brook offers, I'll have a degree in
everything by the year 2013.
I still don't know what I'm going to do
when I leave college. Like everyone graduating I have these dreams of having the perfect job thrown at me as I walk off the podium. So maybe my mind is trying to keep me
on campus, until that perfect job comes

And unfortunately I must take these classes
or I will not graduate in the spring.
The problem is I wonder if my mind is over
exaggerating the dullness of the classes in
response to the prospect of having to get a
real job in 4 months. Like some sort of 'reality-defense' mechanism.
Is my mind trying to make me fail one
of the classes so I must return to school
in the fall and not have to go out into
the real world?
It makes sense that my mind would try to
do this. Right now, I still live at home, have
few bills, don't have to cook and have a pool
table in my room. If I graduate and move
out into the real world; hello rent, hello
cooking something other than microwave
along, where it can be in control and have
pizza and good-bye pool table.
Also here at Stony Brook I'm relatively con- an important air about it.
Or, of course, it could just be that I'm lazy
formable, especially being editor. I get to
boss people around, I have an overblown as hell.
Letters

--

Artificial Vanilla
Something unusual happened at my
place of employment a couple of weeks
ago. Someone sent an anonymous letter
claiming to have overheard a couple of
my, let's see, how can I put this diplomatically, less socially conscious coworkers loudly making stridently bigoted remarks about Martin Luther King, Jr.
and the holiday commemorating him.
The letter also claimed that the writer's
partially African-American child heard
this and was disturbed by it.
It goes on to ask the more significant
question of why the company's human
color scheme is so unbelievably pale,
"lacking in ethnic diversity" being the
1990s shorthand for "whites only need
apply."
As especially irate or comical letters
do, copies have circulated amongst our
numerous staff. Consensus is that it's
an inside job-an employee wrote it.
This is due to the highly accurate, caricatured descriptions of the rednecks
concerned. In fact, fingers were pointed at yours truly for the overall
viciousness and use of exotic vocabulary like "porcine."
What's instructive, though not terribly
surprising, is that of all the comments
I've heard (and as at most workplaces,
everyone has their 2 cents to insert) none
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have granted one iota of validity to the
concept that spewing racism in a public
place, within possible earshot of children
or the subjects of such remarks is unacceptable behavior.
And, in the artificial vanilla world of
much of our Rush Limbaugh/ Howard
Stern/ Bob Grant-fed society, it isn't, even
though that society is becoming, slowly
but surely, less and less vanilla.
Here then, is my revolutionary proposal for speeding integration, or at least
economic equality. I have to admit it's
not entirely my own original concept.
Someone wrote a while back suggesting
an "exclusivity tax" for rich-bitch areas
like Poquott and Belle Terre that hire
their own constables to harass outsiders
to pay for additional community protection for lower income areas that lack
funds for such things.
Here's the scheme: If the good, decent,
hard-working folks of places like
Bensonhurst, Howard Beach, Island Park,
or any of their myriad counterparts out here
in Suffolkation County want to keep their
neighborhoods lily-white, they can. But
such communities will have their property
taxes doubled. Yes, if they want to adopt
the superior attitude of Mississippi plantation aristocrats, let them cough up the requisite bucks. It's that simple.
The excess revenue would not be
spent in the places it originates, but

where it's needed to improve life foi
those who are denied equal economic
opportunity.
Another practical suggestion would be t(
have the government oversee real estate
transactions, since much segregation is
the result of "steering" by agents: "It's just
not the right neighborhood for you. You'll
be much happier somewhere else."
It should be a punishable offense to
send "welcoming committees" to inquire
about the racial makeup of potential residents or deliver veiled threats to those
who contemplate selling to "the wrong
kind of people."
Of course, none of these drastic measures would be necessary if the equal
housing and employment laws already
on the books were enforced. Funny
how the thirst for "law and order" dissipates when it comes to laws regarding certain things. The grossly expensive and laughably ineffective War on
Drugs is still sucking up huge amounts
of money and to suggest it be dismantled is political suicide.
It's a testament to how perverted things
are when a house is no longer just a habitation and shelter, but must also be some
kind of investment, to be protected against
"declining property values" at all costs.
Maybe what's in order is some sort of law
making the real estate market, which here
on Long Island prices so many out of

homes, answerable to public scrutiny.
But how silly of me; we're so dedicated to the freedom to make profits
above all else that it doesn't matter
how many people can't afford a home
of their own, as long as someone gets
rich. What a country!
Chris Sorochin

Send letters to:
The Stony Brook Press
Room 060
Student Union
Attn: Mother

Head of SPA Sourity Defen
By John Giuffo
Look, even The Press makes mistakes sometimes.
We never claimed to be perfect, and we regret
running things from time to time. Take the cover
where we pissed on The Statesman's door, for
example. We regret having run that, because upon
further reflection there should've been some fecal
matter involved in that photo. We also regret having run the Editorial we ran last issue. So, here it
is: we were wrong, we said things we shouldn't
have said, and we take them back.
I'm referring, of course, to the Editorial entitled
"Orange Clad Minions of Death," in our January
29th issue. While the title was appropriate, its
content was not. We had claimed that Alexis
Hunter had acted boldly in suspending four officers for their part in a series of incidents that had
occurred at the November 20th Shelter show.
We've since rethought that position. We had
claimed that she had put the university's interests first, and hers second. We've since rethought
that position. We had let Ted write the Editorial
unassisted. We've since rethought that position.
Here are the details: there was a Shelter show,
the security guards hired to keep the peace at
the show were clueless as to the culture surrounding such shows, and a number of them
acted in ways that were proven to be unprofessional. Alexis Hunter had denied any wrongdoing on the part of SPA Security at first, then
a letter was released stating her lack of tolerance for actions that fall below SPA standards.
Four security officers were suspended for 30
days, starting January 28th. Alexis Hunter
comes out looking like the shining protector of
student safety and community standards as a
result of her "quick" and "decisive" action.
A closer inspection of the details tells a vastly
different story. Alexis Hunter, in a phone call
made by me to her after the Shelter show, had
emphatically denied wrongdoing on the part of
any SPA Security guard. She instead sought to lay
blame with everyone from an "uncooperative"
Student Activities Board to a "contract-breaching" array of bands, to an "antagonistic", "rowdy"
group of concert-goers. At every turn in the conversation, she had sought to paint all others
involved in the evening's events as the catalyst for
any problems, and time and again sought to divert
blame from anyone employed by SPA Security.
Then at the beginning of this semester, a memo is
sent from her office to all campus organizations,
outlining her commitment to "professional, beneficial,
and
efficient"
SPA Security
force.
She
explained
that she had
made
an
"executive
decision to
suspend all
the officers
involved".
To be hox
the decision smacks or ass-covering. First the
woman claims innocence, then, when realizing
what her officers did, she follows what appears
to be the least punitive course of action, given
what happened during the evening in question.
When I called to go further into the details of the

ackbooted Thugs

suspension, what she suspended the officers for,
and the names of the officers, she was extremely evasive and refused to answer my questions
in detail. She kept answerij
attempts to get details out of
her with a vague assertion
that "some of the officers
were found to have acted in
an unprofessional manner."
Being that "unprofessional"
can span an array of activities
from insulting a concert-goer
to beating one with a lead
pipe, I find her answer to be
intentionally unclear. Her
reluctance to provide details
actions that she has stated v
unprofessional, makes it seem like she is trying
to protect those officers involved, and as if she is
acting in an unprofessional manner herself. Her

from one of The Press' own staff members,
Angelique Challas, of a verbal threat by one of
the orange-clad security managers to "go in and
one in the
rd violating the
posted
(and
ignorantly
draconian)
rules of
conduct.
I
had
asked
Hunter
about this specific incident, and she vehemently denied it ever happened. Call-me biased, but
who would you believe, a student who went to
a concert with nothing more in mind than having a good time, or a security head who's reputation and job are at stake if such a charge
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events, spearheaded by Monique Maylor and
Kelvin Innocent. I spoke with Innocent and he
" bombers
T. I h4N:.p:w•:,
told me that the investigation was still pendN W-js-.;cr
ing, but that he was committed to making
"every effort to get to the bottom of this," and
that, finding evidence of wrongdoing, he
would do everything to "prevent this from
Alexis Hunter's memo to the Stony Brook Community happening in the future." Innocent stated that
the Council was committed to making sure SPA
refusal to name these officers backs up my feelSecurity fulfilled its mission of providing safe,
ings concerning her motives, and makes me reliable security for Stony Brook's student body,
question the legality of denials in this matter: and he found it "unfortunate that the organizaCan Polity employees who have been found tion that was formed in order to protect stuguilty of wrongdoing be protected by anonymi- dents would be involved in any events that
ty? Doesn't the student body have a right to jeopardized those same student's safety."
know who it is that is treating members of the
One thing is glaringly apparent: there is more
versity community in an here than meets the eye. More has to be done to
"unprofessional" manner, find out precisely what happened on November
and what those "unprofes- 20th, and to both punish those responsible for any
sional" actions were?
wrongdoing, and make sure similar events never
I cannot outline with happen. Hunter claims that SPA Security recently
any amount of certainty underwent "Sensitivity Training," in answer to
what
happened
that the November 20th's events. This training
evening: I was not there. entailed such people as Tracy Thompson, Ed
However, I have heard Quinn and Brad Irish coming in to speak to SPA
stories ranging
from Security about being sensitive to other cultures
obstinance toward con- and such. Exactly what Ed Quinn knows about
cert-goers, to threats of straight-edge hardcore, I'm not sure, but I am sure
bodily harm by Security Hunter has only the best intentions in her
officers, to a group of Security officers actively attempts to educate a painfully ignorant SPA
searching out a specific member of the audience Security force. After all, Alexis knows best.
with the intent to beat him. None of these
claims can be substantiated, and Hunter's conspiracy of silence does nothing to clear up the
matter. There is, however, first-hand evidence
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C ampus Musngs
along with it is rarely asked until it is too late.
In my 4 years at Stony Brook, no one 'issue' was
mocked (even more than taxes) more than religion;
obviously developing in me currents of disbelief
and atheism. Religion was always just a cultural
and emotional endeavor for me, never a serious
path to self knowledge and wisdom.
I recall a very simple argument proving that God
does not exist. It was offered by a friend of mine as
a paper for a philosophy class and it runs like this:
Can God make a rock so heavy that He cannot lift it?
If so then He is not All-Powerful, and if not so He is
still not All-Powerful thus He can be stripped off
this attribute. Systematically He is stripped off all
His attributes resulting in nihilism; nothing. If He is
not All-Powerful He cannot exist as a God. We will
demonstrate in the next two paragraphs how this
question does not do justice to its own logic, loosely
using terminology that it has not properly defined
and is thus not even a valid question.
Even for a moment if we were to suppose that this
question is a valid one let me respond to it in the following manner. In the Koran God speaks of Himself
in the three different persons. I am God and You worship Me, the Prophet says, You are God and I worship You, and he is the Lord and I worship Him. In
the first person address the existence of all other
beings is not posited thus no other beings share any
power with Him, if He has any power He has all of
it. In the second person address the existence of
another is suggested so one can say that some power
is lost in giving that other being existence so at this
level God is less powerful than He is at the level of
the first person and the argument continues to the
next level. Therefore God can create a rock too heavy

for Him to lift at the level of He but not at the level of
You. At You God can create a rock too heavy to lift at
I. At I He can create a rock which He can lift at a level
that goes beyond the limits of created language.
Now let us show how this argument goes against
its own logic. When speaking about God some terminology needs to be clarified. Can we speak of
God's existence in the same way we speak of man's
existence? Man needs to eat, drink, sleep, have sex; is
a creature of need. God by definition of being a perfect being is above need, therefore what kind of existence does He enjoy. The Koran says that God is AllHearing, All-Seeing but does He see and know the
same way we do. At this juncture we are speaking of
God's Immanence, His Likeness to man, but we are
forgetting His Transcendence where he is unlike anything we say about Him; "He is above all they associate with Him." Again when speaking of God we
must therefore establish that man is not God and did
not give himself existence; thus he is created.
Therefore he belongs to a different ontological order
of reality than God. Such is the same with the tools he
uses to understand God, created and thus with definite limits as only God is without limit. So how can a
created being comprehend His creator using created
means. How can the finite comprehend the infinite.
At this juncture it is better for the created to understand his limitations and respect the unknown
instead of getting lost in petty riddles. We cannot
speak of God's Transcendence even to use the word
transcendent is begging for error. Our original question is trying to look at reality from only one point of
view, God as Firmanent, not as God as Transcendent;
it is closing one eye to get a skewed picture of reality.
The one eye is a symbol of the Anti-Christ.

1. Remote electronic marketplace, 2. Banking, and
3. Inter-exchange of business management transacToday, the information superhighway concept is tions and information.
going to be a great challenge for new transforma- Remote Electronic Marketplace
An advantage to use the information superhightions in different fields of human activities. About
and
receive
to
will be the home/office marketplace, or shopaccess
way
have
will
six billion people
when
the
world,
in
anywhere
information
exchange
ping, a new kind of business which will make tradithe information superhighway is fully distributed. tional shopping more convenient and effective. This
An investment that will probably cost about $ 500 new concept will soon be very common, and if you
billion, the information superhighway will be already appreciate the convenience of shopping by
aimed to create a vast information infrastructure. catalog and 800 numbers, you'll love what people
This network of networks, as it has been called, will are calling 'electronic mall.' The electronic mall of the
link homes, commercial centers, and industries with future will be a more wide and more intensive convoice, data, and video telecommunications. cept than the actual somewhat limited TV shopping.
Otherwise expressed, the information superhigh- By means of their remote control device, customers
way, would allow connections and two-way infor- will have an opportunity to pick among a variety of
mation exchange between virtually all the house- stores, overview a guided trip as if they were actualholds and businesses in the country. In addition the ly in there, and stoping when they like to see closevision is simple an unprecedented nationwide-and up pictures and detailed information. They will have
eventually, worldwide-electronic communication a chance to see dresses tailored on an image of themnetwork that connects everyone to everyone else selves with similar features, from different standand provides just about any sort of electronic com- points. Furthermore, Larry Ellison, president and
munication imaginable. You'd be able to hook up to CEO, Oracle Corp., a database software company,
the network through your computer, interactive TV, believes that it will be more convenient to go shoptelephone, or some future device that somehow ping in Hong Kong (and even in Italy or Albania )
combines the attributes of all three. The goal of this through the information superhighway, than to go to
cutting-edge technology would be to provide any local mall experts will show the shoppers how
remote electronic banking, schooling, shopping, the clothes they have chosen are made, and they will
taxpaying, chatting, game, marketplace, video-con- have them by mail within two days.
Moreover, some enthusiasts predict that there will
ferencing, playing, movie ordering, medical diagnosing, industrial automation, international man- be some social benefits as well.Robert Kavner Vice
agement, business contacts and transactions nation- President AT&T and New Jersey resident, for examwide and worldwide, scientific research, and ...the ple, explains that he will be able to call his daughter
list goes on.What is more important, it is expected in San Francisco and ask her if she would like to go
that information superhighway will have a major shopping for an hour, and then they shop and talk.
Shopping would become much more interactive
role in the business management development.
aspects
main
some
analyze
than the home shopping network or browsing by
to
intends
story
This
where the information superhighway will affect the Sunday newspaper. Through their superhighway console, customers could check out the best
business management, and concretely the:

prices, location, and quality of the products and services they look for. They may choose to investigate
further, take delivery or move to the location.
As regards big bill supplies such as automobiles,
DEC's Alpha test drives are a good sample. Instead
of seeing an advertisement for Chrysler's new
Neon automobile, users would be able to have a
virtual test drive by tapping into their auto dealer's computer simulations. They also may test
drive different versions of vehicles with different
features or try out as-yet-produced models providing feed back to assist the company determine consumer preferences.
Banking
Another advantage to use the information
superhighway will be banking, both by individuals or companies involved in domestic or international business.
Actually since now, several giant financial companies are establishing their own electronic channels-highways. For example Mastercard and Visa
are both in the beginning process of erecting
nationwide banking networks that will let the customers pay bills, manage their investments,get
account statements, transfer money in a
second,and perform a host of other different banking facilities from their PC, and maybe from their
TV someday too. As probably every bank in the
U.S. is a Visa or Mastercard member, the customers
will without any doubt use these networks to hook
up with their banker. In addition, those electronic
networks will also keep track of customers' taxes.
In fact, financial transactions would be one of the
first and earliest facilities to become available on
the superhighway. Instead of Automatic Teller
Machines (ATMs) on every street, ATM access
might be provided to every home. The ATM
accounts could be accessed for on line purchases of
promoted items. Banks continued on page 13

By Hussein Kureshi
As I wander through the academic mall, the
union, the big car parks, I am amazed to find new
faces in school every day. What they are doing
here, what they are searching for, are questions
always in the back of my mind. I came here 4 years
ago from Pakistan geared to become a hot shot
MBA. I graduated magma cum laude from the
Harriman School of Business, took courses in
everything from economics to art gallery management to philosophy. Yet I learned the most after I
graduated from my personal readings.
Here at Stony Brook University and I am sure this
is typical of all academic institutions, the standard
curriculum rests upon a large set of assumptions
made not by individual board members but rather
by mankind as a whole. Few if any people are able
to ascertain that the way knowledge is pursued in
modem times and what is considered knowledge is
a relatively new way of perceiving reality. Modern
epistemologists may like to root their mores in the
traditions of the Greek and Roman civilizations but
at the expense of ignoring their many facets of their
lives especially religion. In fact, modem man prides
himself on freeing himself from this last shackle as
he is able to explain the universe through science.
We are told, in not so many words that man has
been freed from the shackles of dogmatism but only
to plunge into the pit of scientism, cynicism and
intellectual hedonism. The rational faculties have
been given total freedom to investigate any matters,
to any extent using any means necessary. The question that should we know something, are we ready
for such knowledge and the responsibility that goes
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Let's Make Student
By Haniel Shen
Nine miles off Route 495, there exists a community. This community has all the necessary elements shared by other communities in the world.
The community has a large population, several
shops, residences for the people, office buildings,
and adequate schooling. However, this community which is nestled in the northern portion of
Suffolk County, Long Island, has been stricken
with a horrible disease. This rare disease causes

During orientation, that pitiful newsletter that
Campus Residences distributes claimed that bathroom renovations were to occur for all dorms within two years. It has been a year and a half since that
newsletter circulated, and what do the dorms have
to show for it? The only "renovation" I saw in my
suite was a new coat of paint to cover up all the
cracks in the ceiling and walls. Meanwhile, we
were being charged $27.00 to remove a peanut butter stain from one of the hall's walls. A question
which should be asked of Campus Residences:

members or mte community to act in an irra-

tional manner, and is the reason behind
madness that exists within. The disease is
called bureaucracy, and the community is
the University at Stony Brook.
Since the beginning of time, it has been a
well known fact that Stony Brook is a place
of problems. The problems affect every single person associated with this campus.
Until now, I haven't really seen a good
analysis of why these problems exist, and
why they continue. Lately, I've been throwing around the idea of transferring the hell
out of here, and in doing so, I had an oppor-

tunity to really think about what makes
Stony Brook so unbearable. This is what I
came up with.
SUNY Stony Brook is one of the four largest
SUNY's in this state. It is also the closest uniT1%
I e1*. I,* - -.--/__
AL
versity center to New York City. Since were
located a mere 60 miles from New York, it is
understandable that we have such a large commuter population. It would be logical to think that
a school with half of the student body living off
campus would be friendly and caring to its offcampus students. This, sadly, is not the case. Ever
since I've been here, and quite probably well before
I even considered applying, I have received an
overwhelmingly negative view of the administration of this school. Now, every school has got a bad
administration, and every student has something
to complain about. But Stony Brook is different in
that the administration here strives to offend its students, rather than welcome them. I lived on campus for three terms, and when I did, I thought that
residents had it bad. The dorms (for most of the students) are in horrible condition, we get charged for
things that we did not damage, promises to make
improvements fall between the cracks of time.

Ride, Ride, the Magic Bus
Where does all of our money go? It would not be
unrealistic to suspect that our money goes to beautifying offices in Al Devries' building...
There are an infinite amount of other things that
residents can complain about, and they are justified
in doing so. I'd like to focus on some other problem,
though, as I'm experiencing it FIRSTHAND right
now, and I know that it needs to be addressed.
Being an avid reader of both The Press and the
Statesman, I have seen a number of articles written by
commuting students about the parking situation.
These articles are to the point, but they rarely cause
anything to actually get done. Perhaps administration doesn't read the campus publications. If this is
so, that's sad. But I don't think that's the case. Would
it shock you to hear that I think they just don't care?
At any given time, you can walk to a special place
on campus and witness one of the best examples of

Hell!
student slavery that you've ever seen. Walk on over
to the new road, and take a look at the area between
ESS and the new Student Activities Center. Just a
small distance from there, you'll see a long line of
cold, unhappy, tired students. This line resembles a
food line in the former Soviet Union, but in actuality, it is the line for the commuter bus. Long ago,
some brilliant person decided that Stony Brook
doesn't have room for commuters to park on campus, and from this, the South P-lot was born. Who
was this person? I don't know, but it can be
assumed that she never knew Stony Brook was
located in the middle of Long Island, instead of in
the middle of Manhattan.
Administration may lie to you and claim that they
really don't have the room for a commuter parking lot
on campus, but I think the reason for the South P-lot's
existence is far more profound. If you wanted to limit
student activity on a college campus, what would be
the quickest way to do this? Take a significant portion
of the students on your campus, and strand them in
the middle of nowhere. This seems to-be the best way
to achieve it. With such a large commuter population,
it is NO WONDER that campus life here is non-existent! Everyone on this campus is so concerned (rightfully) with catching the bus after class to get back to
their cars so that they don't end up waiting an eternity for the bus, while it could be raining, snowing, or
zero degrees outside. Commuters on this campus
have to brave the elements just to get a ride on the
commuter bus, which they have to pay for, so that
they can get to the South P-lot and walk to their cars.
For anyone who has not yet seen the South P-lot, trust
me, it's huge. If you are unlucky enough to have to
park on the outskirts of the lot, you've got a lot of
walking to do. Apparently, administration tried to
entice commuters to stay on campus more often, by
making commuter lounges and lockers available, but
when you're a commuter, and you've got a significant
drive home AFTER braving the commuter bus,
lounges and lockers just aren't going to cut it.
The commuter bus also causes academic problems with students. What is the point in buying a
car to commute to school when you have to park
far away and take a bus? The bus ride itself is not
that long, but combine the ride with waiting for
the bus, walking to the bus, and boom, your commute can DOUBLE in time!
I'm sick of the system. I'm sick of this school. I'm
sick of apathetic students who continued on page 13
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Well it's that mushy time of the year again,
Valentines Day, a commercialized farce of red ribboned packages, flowers and heart shaped candy.
Adhering to its unwritten codes will set you back
some cash, completely ignoring its presence may
provoke the guilty wrath of your partner. Answer
these following questions. Your responses will
determine whether or not you should bother
spending your hard earned money on your companion:
1) Your partner's idea of a romantic date
involves:
a) candy and roses
b) a five minute shag
c) Guns 'n' Roses
d) a vigorous farting competition

5) The last gift your sweetheart bought for you was:
a) a CD you've been meaning to buy
b) a somewhat useful item of clothing
c) tickets to a HAM radio convention
d) a years subscription to The Statesman
6) Your partners parents remind you of:
a) Mike and Carol Brady
b) Homer and Marge
c) Al and Pegg
d) Bill and Ted
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8) Your companion's idea of meaningful conversation revolves around:
a) how fabulous you are
b) Ferdinand Saussure's semiotic theory
c) Melrose Place
d) last nights big game

If you scored;
Between 20 and 30 points Yours is a love worth relishing, your partner exhibits indefectible characteristics. Go all out this Valentines day, spend
insane amounts of cash recklessly without a second thought.
Between 10 and 20 points Hmm, Well no need to
put a dent in your bank account on the fourteenth.
A card wouldn't go amiss though.

I~I-

Love
By Cupid
Here we are again in the middle of another
commercialized holiday frenzy. Who comes up
with these holidays? What overly romantic
moron decided to create a special day for lovers?
If you have a lover, every day is special enough,
so Valentine's Day is obviously the brainchild of
some greeting card magnate looking to get rich
quick while pummeling the lonely and driving
the knife of bitterness further into the backs of
the dateless. The only good thing about it are the
pink cupcakes in the Union Deli, and maybe
cheap chocolate on the day after. All right, I can
admit that I am one of the unfortunate, lonely
souls on this Valentine's Day. There's nothing
wrong with that. So I don't happen to have a date
on February 14. Big deal! What burns my ass is
that I have to put up with the sugary-sweet pity
of all those with a significant other at this time of
the year. Give me a break. I don't act like you're a
leper when you don't have a date on July 7th, so
why is it such a crime that I am dateless on the
14th of February?
Of course, my life is never as simple as not having a date on Valentine's Day. Noooooo. I have to
be stalked on Valentine's Day. Here's the scenario. My friends and I go to a club last week,
we're dancing, having a drink or two, enjoying
ourselves. Suddenly, an incredibly well-built,
well-dressed young man approaches me, so I
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ADD IT UP
A's=3 pts, B's=2 pts, C's=l pt, D's=0 pts

4) When not in your company your partner spends
most of his/her time:
a) dreaming about you
b) studying
c) trying to score at the Park Bench
d) in jail

-I
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10) Your last intense argument ended in:
a) equally intense sex
b) a further understanding of your partners emotional needs
c) a two day drinking session
d) a rematch of the previous nights farting competition

3) Your partners main fashion inspiration is:
a) his/her grandparents
b) a specific cast member from Friends
c) Liberace
d) Cubie

-- ~dSBSII~B~L~311
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9) Your friends refer to you and your partner as:
a) Romeo and Juliet
b) Paul and Jamie
c) Fat and Skinny
d) Beavis and Butthead

2) In preparing for a date with you, your partners concept of personal grooming is:
a) a hot shower
b) an Italian shower
c) a golden shower
d) removing any visible boogers from his/her
nose
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By Antony Lorenzo
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7) Currently, your partner's favorite band happens to be:
a) Supergrass
b) Oasis
c) Stone Garden Pumpkin Jam
d) One Life Crew

I~D~--~PI
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Between 0 and 10 points Well as any talk show
audience member would say; 'Kick that shit to the
curb!' If you scored in this range there is a good
chance your potential Valentine is a bumbling,
bucolic bumpkin who isn't worth the effort.
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Lo sers

smile and wait to see what his pick-up line is. He
flashes an amazingly perfect smile and says, "Hi.
My friend wants to know if you will talk to him."
Huh? Did I just flashback to the second grade, or
did he really say that? God, my life sucks. So I
think what the hell? His friend is obviously a
dork if he sends someone over to talk to me (Big

ter inside the card!!! (My esteemed editorial colleagues have probably run portions of the letter
in this issue, so you can read it for yourselves.)
There was even an acrostic (you know, one of
those name poem things) in it!! What the hell was
he thinking?? Honestly, I was quite flattered. I
was also quite scared. Several references were
", n

clue, guys. Don't do that), but I'll see what he
wants anyway. Well, it turns out that his friend is
a very nice, sweet guy. He's employed, groomed,
he can carry on a conversation with polysyllabic
words, so I gave him my number, even though he
is a little on the short side. Okay, so at this point
I have had a half hour conversation with the guy
at a club and one brief phone call. The problem
arrives when I get home from work on Saturday
to find a letter with his name on the return
address. Okay, he sent me a Valentine's Day card.
That's sweet. A little much after only two conversations, but I can deal with that. Oh, no. Like
I said, my life is never that simple. There is a let-
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)mmitment. Now there's a problem. Yes, I
iid that I would go out with him. But I
eant like, for a cup of coffee, not planning
ir life together. Why me? Of course, my
)lleagues at the Press were the models of
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paper, since these sadistic dipshits enjoy torturing me. [Ed Note - If we didn't take advantage of people whose lives should be movies of the week, where
would we be?] Anyway, I am now living in fear of
the phone, hoping that he's not really as psychopathic as he seems. (If he is, you'll probably hear
about me on the evening news. "Missing Stony
Brook student found dead, Psycho boyfriend suspected. Story at eleven.") I Anyway, that is the
story of my Valentine's Day, 1996. I think that I
have the right to be bitter. Just think that if this
moronic holiday hadn't been invented, I never
would have received a card from this clingy
spazz. Fuck Hallmark!! That's all I have to say.

On Thursday, February 1st, 1996, The Stony
Brook Press made its network TV debut.
Millions of viewers looked on as talk show host Conan O'Brien held up a copy of
our January 29th issue.

We're cool, and you're not

But don't fear... there is hope for you yet! You too can have your fifteen seconds of
fame by being published in the Press' Spring 1996 Literary Supplement.
We want your poetry, fictional stories, true stories, photographs, artwork, dirty limericks and even your senior thesis.

Submit all entries by March 7th to:
The Stony Brook Press
Student Union
Attn: Lit Sup
or e-mail to:

BPri'ng some meanig to your pt0ful life Get pubished.
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done. Life fills every environmental niche; humans
can adapt to almost any landscape.
The Bering land bridge saga inspires us to come
up with an initial, if superficial, summary of why
we are here: Because we can be.
We're just doing what we can!
Then again, when you wake up in the morning and
are faced with the decision of how you are going to
be industrious and decent and fashion a credible
existence, you don't say to yourself that you're going
to fill some environmental niches. You seek
something more. Your plans are grar
We'd bet that the first Americans
the same way. Imagine the reaction
the first human being to walk int
Yosemite Valley, the first to hear the
roar of Niagara Falls, the first to
walk the beaches of Jamaica. They
must have been awed.
Keep in mind that these hunters
were, biologically, modern human
beings. They had as much ability to
feel wonder, reverence, and fear a
anyone today. They were us!

By Joel Achenbach

Is there a point to our existence? How did we get
here and what are we supposed to do with ourselves? Why should we do anything? Why bother?
These are some big, hairy, knuckle-dragging
questions, but we think we have an answer, a very
good answer, bordering on the irrefutable. It may
suffer from being not entirely comprehensive, but
it'll have to do because this is our last column, and
at sundown we dynamite the Why bunker.
The key to the answer is: The Bering land bridge.
About 25,000 years ago, during one of the Ice Ages,
sea levels dropped so dramatically that the water
receded from the Bering Strait, leaving only dry land.
It became possible to walk from Siberia to Alaska.
And so people did. They walked to a new continent. For a while they were stymied in Alaska by a
glacial ice wall, an impermeable barrier. They
chilled out for about 10,000 years. Then the glaciers
melted a little. Gaps appeared in the ice wall. The
first Americans went south.
According to Bill Fitzhugh, director of the Arctic
Studies Center of the Smithsonian's Museum of
The Why staff likes to think that
Natural History, archaeologists have found tools in
southernmost South America that are roughly as so much has changed. That the wo
old as the tools found in places like the Pacific is still full of new terrain. Every one or us is
Northwest. You know what that means: People voyaging from an old world to a new one. Call us
rapidly explored and inhabited all of the Americas. dreamers! But it's how we feel.
There are new Yosemites out there for all of us.
(We almost wrote "The Americas were rapidly
And this, we think, is ultimately why we are here:
inhabited," which would use the kind of awful,
passive voice that infects the average textbook and We are part of a journey. It's the journey of a single
makes students think everything that happens is species with a weirdly large brain. (What an oddpredictable, inevitable, and of course boring, like ball adaptation. It's almost as strange as those tiny
in a stock market report where they say "Trading male suckerfish who disintegrate except for their
testes. Remember that column?)
was moderate.")
In a world thriving with creatures living off
These Asian-American hunters went everywhere,
over mountains and across deserts, through the instinct, human beings are a bizarre and thrilling
isthmus of Panama, atop the Andes, down the experiment in intelligence and emotion. Human
Amazon, out to the Caribbean islands-an unbe- existence is a gift. We honor our good evolutionary
lievably dramatic, but forgotten, Age of Discovery. luck every time we tap our noggin and think. How
Now you should ask yourself; Why did these rare is the power to do something as simple as the
people make the journey? If they were so antsy, imagining of tomorrow! The human mind is surely
why didn't they head south directly from Siberia one of the Seven Wonders of the Known Universe
(along with the rings of Saturn, the Crab nebula, the
and go someplace warm, like Thailand?
star Betelgeuse, the black hole at the
supergiant
here,
and
animals
There
were
The simple answer:
no people. The hunting was fabulous! And no one center of the Milky Way, the Automatic Teller
told them to go away. It was doable, and so it was Machine and the ready-to-eat instant Salad Kit.)
•
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We are going to resist the temptation to get all weepy,
blubbery and quivery-chinned about this being our
last column, but we have to give thanks to our editor,
Gene Weingarten, who, though a madman, is one of
the great unsung geniuses in American journalism; to
Alan Shearer, who steered us away from too much
incomprehensible physics; to Anna Karavangelos, Bill
Dickinson, Jan Harrod, Heather Green, Suzanne
Whelton, Mary Fleming, Grace Hill and Geoffrey
Johnson of The Washington Post Writers Group; and
to the countless people who have served nobly on the
staff or as invaluable sources, including
Mary Stapp (the Why goddess), Tom
Shroder, Peggy Hackman, Bill Smart, Brian
Dickerson, Pat Myers, Mary Hadar,
Katherine Wanning, David Jackson, Dana
Hull, Cristina Dragomirescu, Elizabeth
Schandelmeier, Bebe Gribble, Jeanne
Smith of the Library of Congress, Bob
Park, LeRoy Doggett, and especially
Richard Thompson, the Michelangelo of
cartoonists, whose drawings we relied on
to carry us when we weren't funny enough
or, you know, writing good enough.
And most of all thanks to our readers,
for supporting the column, asking great
questions, catching our mistakes and making us
think. You created, with your curiosity, a market
for our little column, with its mix of fact and
humor and total nonsense. You made the world
safe for the question "Why?"
Keep reminding yourself: Every time you read a
book, or take a class, or write a poem, or watch a
sunset, or teach something to a child ... every time

you love someone or find something beautiful ...
every time you advance, however incrementally,
the cause of intelligent civilization ... every time

you pump a little warmth into this big, cold universe ... you illustrate the real reason why we're

here. You solve the mystery. You don't need to ask
anymore. You know the answer.
(c) 1996, Washington Post Writers Group
In the next issue of The Stony Brook Press, The Washington
Post Writers Group will bring you David Broder,renowned
political commentator and columnist. So for the REAL
"Washington Chronicles" read THE PRESS.
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Doing Business On The Information Superhighway (continued)
continued from page 6
could also use their extensive international networks, to manage monetary
exchanges for international purchases .
Inter-exchange of business management transactions and information
The information superhighway will have an significant role in the inter-exchange of business management transactions and information, both
domestic and international. Doing business on line
is the new frontier, and ...eventually, people will do
all kinds of business from their wireless personal
communication. In the information superhighway,
the process of buying and selling of products and
services worldwide by consumers and corporations will be very common. Nowadays new
devices are being designed to increase the
Internet's capacity to support commercial services.
Gradually these tools will be shifted to the information superhighway, which will offer far higher
capacity and access to the marketplace.
An adequate example of this is CommerceNet.
The CommerceNet consumer services will include
multimedia catalogs which offer drawings, videos,
and text detailed information of products offered
by CommerceNet's more than 50 sponsors. Based
on the Internet and dial-in bulletin board connections between the companies' many networks and
systems, CommerceNet will secure a broad range
of information and products. Nearly the same way
as in the electronic shopping, computer simulations will let users of CommerceNet test drive
products and services before buying them.
Furthermore, companies may even use those vir-

tual test drives as an experiment to apply new
business concepts before bringing certain products
or services to the market. More than nonactive
advertising, two-way "consumerism" will be the
revalent economic style of the superhighway. Since
everyone of us has something to sell: a unique
skill, service, or product the information superhighway will be open for every user to be present
in a global market. Depending on different products and services available, the individuals and
small businesses will be able to establish multimedia advertisements that they will make available to
certain specific users on the superhighway; so their
markets will be worldwide.
Consumers will also have extensive company information through international network communications. Here they will probably have an advantage.
They will not process with television or radio ads, but
they will interactively customize the information they
receive. An ad might start by describing a new sushi
knife from Japan, but the customer might want a tea
set instead and could relay the request to the Japan
company which would bring forth the multimedia
tea set offering. In addition, as development of the
information superhighway expands the ability to
interact directly with customers, markets for information services are expected to grow steadily.
Security is a delicate problem discussed about the
information superhighway, and security might be a
main element in determining the success or failure of
doing business on the information superhighway.
Indeed, actually the Internet in general has a lack of
security, but a higher level of security just adequate

for doing business is achieved through
CommerceNet. Essentially,the goal of CommerceNet
is to make public computer networks, such as the
Internet 'industrial strength' for business use.
An example of a company doing business on
CommerceNet, is the Internet Shopping Network
(ISN). ISN is an electronic mail-order catalog specialized in computer software and hardware, which
offers about 15,000 products, including complete
computer systems. In addition, Commercial online
Services offer better security and more controlled
environment than the Internet.
Moreover, as a part of industrial automation the
order-to delivery cycle for the very best consumer
products companies was expected to average 2.9
days in 1995. This will have profound effects on manufacturing, distribution, and logistics, all as a result of
the introduction of the information superhighway.
As it might be seen, the information superhighway
is going to be a new sophisticated dimension in business management worldwide. AlthQugh several
problems still need to be resolved in its implementation (such as the simplicity to operate for businessrelated matters on the information superhighway;
how the information superhighway will function
related to the operations for special fields of business, science and technology; the audience for the
use of information superhighway; and the cost of
using it by individuals and companies) doing business on the information superhighway will be very
profitable and have a superior efficiency.

Let's Make Stadent LiCe tHe(l( (continued)
continued from page 71 sit at home wondering why and they fill up rather quickly, so if we filled them
students here are so apathetic. As with all university up early, the traffic and ticket goons couldn't POSissues, if you want something to be changed, DO SIBLY give us ALL tickets. What could result, howSOMETHING ABOUT IT! For those who cannot ever, is a major reflection on the present state of the
school, and the attitude prevalent in the minds of
come up with ideas, try one of the following:
1. Write a letter to President Kenny. Ironically, I officials. We need to let the university know that
1
came here the same year she did, and prior to
attending USB, I attended Queens College, and had
her as president there. Queens College is a 100%
commuter school. There are no dorms. It's in the 5
boroughs of New York City. While I was not lucky
enough to receive an on-campus parking permit, I
did not have a great deal of trouble finding off-campus parking each morning. The parking situation
was better at Queens College than it is here. When
you look at where QC is on the map, and you look
at where Stony Brook is you have to wonder why.
2. Park in the visitor parking garage. The visitor
parking garage, next to the administration building, charges outrageous amounts of money to park
there. Of course, SUNY is too cheap to build a similar structure for commuting students, but with a
little planning, you too can take advantage of it!
The lot only charges those people who come and
go between the hours of 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. This
means that if you park your car there at any time of
day, and leave after 11 p.m., you don't have to pay
for anything! I know what you're saying, 11 is way we're not happy, and what better way than to make
too late, but hey, the gym is open till 10 or 10:30, and THEM feel what we feel each day?
4. Rip up your parking tickets. If every commuter on
there's always the commuter lounge! And maybe
this way, you could have time to actually go do campus ripped up their parking tickets, SUNY could
something on campus, and not have to worry about not collect from us all. We're talking about THOUbeing stranded in the middle of nowhere waiting SANDS of tickets. An even better idea is to mail your
for the commuter bus. The visitor parking lot is a 1 unpaid parking tickets to President Kenny, with a
copy of this article attached. The President's office is
minute walk to the academic mall.
3. Organize, or participate in a large-scale com- Administration Room 310.
If this campus is ever going to rise out of the
muter protest. Wouldn't it send a clear, forceful
message to the university if say, one day, ALL abyss of commuter despair, the commuter bus
problem has got to be solved. The commuter bus
COMMUTERS PARKED IN THE FACULTY/
STAFF LOTS and stranded the staff members in the system reminds me of Outbreak, in which people
middle of nowhere, waiting for the commuter bus? infected with the deadly virus had to be shuttled to
There aren't too many faculty/staff lots on campus, a 'sick zone' in government buses and trucks. Are
1
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commuters really that horrible that we have to be
subjected to this kind of militant shuttling? In my
opinion, the members of the SUNY staff should be
the ones WE avoid, as if they were infected. Who's
got the virus, us, or them? If you decide not to do
any of the things I suggested, you can always be
innovative. now about:
- plastering Shirley Strum Kenny's car with
orange, diamond-shaped commuter parking
permits.
- hi-jacking a commuter bus and driving it into
the administration building?
- "wheel-boot"ing the vehicles of the ticketing
goons and President Kenny?
- painting a huge commuter parking permit on
the hood of President Kenny's car?
- calling Shirley and verbally expressing your
unhappiness and dissatisfaction with the commuter bus?
- joining the Stony Brook Press and helping to
write more articles on this topic, in the hopes
that one day, administration will actually do
something about it?
All of the above of course, are only opinions,
and the author does not condone doing anything illegal. That is, with the exception of the
thing about joining the Press.'
In a recent article in the Statesman, Fred Preston,
Vice President of Student Affairs, was quoted as saying, "Very clearly, something is going to be done in
the way of improving the service of the lots and
improving the quality of the waiting area for buses."
It's oh so comforting to know that Preston is so concemed with service for the students. This is analogous to saying, "We know that the parking system
sucks, but hey, don't you worry, we're gonna make
improvements to it that'll still make it suck, but will
make it LOOK AS IF we're doing the STUDENTS a
favor." When will the administration get the picture
that we don't want new waiting areas? We don't
want new lights. We want a new parking structure,
ON CAMPUS. And we want it now.
TT
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By Louis M. Moran
Every God-fearing, child bearing, heterosexual
relationship is burdened by one glaring flaw that
has managed to survive eons of obvious and, at
times violent, scrutiny. That being, men and
women do not understand each other at all.
Furthermore, neither sex seems too interested in
finding out about the other sex. The things that
are important to women don't generally add up
to a hill of beans to men, and loathed by her sisters is the woman who uses the phrase hill of
beans. It's as if God were more than a little ticked
off at Adam that he didn't initially find the billygoat attractive. "Oh yeah tough guy, try this on
for size...and gimme that rib!"
And so God in his ever mysterious ways made
woman, who is basically the cuter, smarter version
of man; sort of an upgrade. Somehow God figured
we'd just get along. Despite the obvious fact that
men and women have next to nothing in common,
we manage to get along, but our differences are a
severe strain on the relationship.
Relationship is one of those words whose
meaning men and women differ on so much that
is clear that the word means something completely different to each sex. Relationship is a
good thing to women except for two months after
a relationship ends. During the allotted mourning time women are free to hate men and dress in
a fashion that will attract the same. Relationship
to men is neither a good nor bad thing but just
another of the unimportant aspects of life like
inches and feet...which by the way share a relationship. Look it up in any dictionary and relationship is cut and dry; what one thing does,
shares, or is to another. Of course dictionaries are
written by men, who aren't bright enough to see
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that by the time the ink dries women have added
a wholly different meaning to every word that
will entrap men into saying the wrong thing.
I recently agreed to work Christmas Eve because
I didn't think I had anything to do, what with my
fiancee' and I going out on Christmas Day. So I
dutifully called her and said, I told the guys at
work that I would work Christmas Eve because I
didn't have anything to do that day anyway.
The fact of the matter is, I didn't have anything
to do that day but my phrasing was all wrong. The
elusive phrasing that only women understand
(men pretend to, and even accuse others of phrasing incorrectly, but really don't know what the
Hell they're talking about). I had spoken the truth,
but I phrased it wrong and so I was the bad guy.
Never the bad girl mind you, always the bad guy.
As in, Rebecca DeMornay was the BAD GUY in
The Hand That Rocks The Cradle. Which is to say
only men are capable of evil, as in The Evil That
Men Do. Even when a woman is less than good
it's because Hell hath no fury like a woman
scorned, no doubt by a bad guy.
Why not then give up on this whole man
woman thing? Men with men. Women with
women. Cats with cats, dogs with dogs! Oh
wouldn't life be grand if we could all just sit on
the couch of life watching the big game, while
the women go out and keep the economy in top
shape? Why not then?
I am by all accounts a homophobe. I do not
understand, comprehend, or condone that sort of
behavior and, fortunately no one is asking me. I
have seen a naked man's buttocks and I find it
repellent to the extreme. I have been face to face
with the hairy chinned beast and screamed in
fear. And I have seen the woolly backed, ass crack
showing repairman and bathed vigorously after-

ward. In a word, I find the male form, icky.
However, if you're a guy and you want to bed
with a like kind, yuk, but OK I guess. If you want
to be gay fine, you can be freaking ecstatic for all
I care, just don't bother me with it.
Last Thanksgiving, after a particularly brutal
tackle during our annual touch football game,
the defender, nie assaulter, held on to me for an
extra second and said, "Wouldn't it be great if
we were married?"
"What?" I shrieked.
"Well think about," he said as I wriggled myself
free from his clutches, "if we were married we
could get up out of this mud and kiss, go get a
beer, go home, do it, and who'd care if the other
rolled over and went to sleep afterward? Hell, no
one'd care if there was foreplay or cuddling, it's be
sex pure and simple the way God meant it."
Not being an authority on God (I went to
Catholic School) I responded, shouting from ten
yards back, Well, I think God intended the
whole man, woman thing, you know with the
kids and whatnot.
Oh women could have the babies and leave us
alone with that whole mess.
Who would teach the kids to play football then, I
said trying to bring him back to a more manly topic.
Damn, if I had guiltless sex, and someone
around who didn't ask a million questions all the
time I wouldn't need football.
Fine, I'm a bad person. I am all evil rolled into
one fleshy form. I'm the Goddamn Devil...That
guy is not playing football with us next
Thanksgiving. I don't care what anybody thinks
about me. In fact, I might not even play football
myself, I might just stay home and get to know my
wife (by then) better so I can avoid the hideous.

The Dr. Seuss Purity Test
Without a doubt, you will see; this quiz measures
your obscenity!

Have you done it 'tween the tits?
Have you done it wearing mitts?

Record your answers, do not lie; for if you do,
your mate will die.

Have you done it packed in rubber?
Have you done it undercover?

Have you done it in both ends?
Have you done it with your dog?
Have you done it on a log?
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Have you done it with the lamps?

Have you done it or a boat?

Have you done it with a goat?
Have you done it without style?
Have you done it in a bed?
Have you done it with the dead?

Have you done it with a child?
Have you done it for all to see?
Have you ever had VD?

Have you done it in the ass?
Have you done it, high on grass?

Have you done it on Mother's couch?
Have you done it in your mouth?

Have you done it in the car?
Have you simply gone too far?

Have you done it while on tape?
Have you done it out of shape?

Have you done it on the beach?
Have you done it with the teach?

Have you done it on live TV?
Have you done it whilst you pee?

Have you done it on your back?
Hlave/ \onu

rlnne it
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Have you done it in a box?
Have you done it with a fox?
Have you done it, high on dope?
Have you done it with the Pope?
Have you done it in a tree?
Have you done it with more than three?
Have you done it in the rain?
Have you done it for the pain?
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Have you done it on a perch?
Have you done it in a church?

Have you done it in the gym?
Have you done it on a whim?

Have you done it with a virgin?
Have you done it with a sturgeon?

Have you done it on a dare?
Do you really think we care?

Have you done it with ropes and chains?
Have you done it while insane?

Answer these and count your "no"s,
pray this number never grows;

Have you done it on the stage?

Fifty questions we asked thee,

Have you done it underage?
Have you done it with all your friends?

score times two is your Purity.
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By P. Milare Ovis
Have you been walking around campus lately? If
so, then there is no way for you to avoid the perils
of your sauntering. I'm not talking about the
snowy terra firma beneath our feet. The real hazards of the winter lie above us.
That's right, the real insecurity in our wintry safety, comes from the sky.
Or in this case, from under the bridge.
No doubt, if you've been walking under the
bridge, that connects the union to the library like
an open-aired umbilical cord - keeping us dry during the rain - then you've seen the glacial harbingers of life ending hanging high above your head.
Icicles.
These fastening formations of frozen water frequently form phallic fractal phenomenon on foreign farmhouses, but the ones living - yes they are
alive - underneath the bridge are fatal.
The most important fact to grasp is that these icy
daggers of doom are not only living beings, but
sentient. Ever wonder why they are a different
color than normal icicles? Their opaqueness is
caused by the presence of ambyrosculitiac fluid:
gray matter. Their intelligence level does not
appear to exceed mankind's yet (as they haven't
found a way to keep winter perpetual) but it seems
they are making huge leaps, compressing millions
of years of evolution into the span of a few months.
How these frosty spears of precarious destiny
managed to join the ranks of the living still escapes
all scientific explanation. Attempts to capture one

Sfore
By Andrew J. Preston
The words of the "Campus Watchdog" were still
echoing in my ears as I went careening down the
stairs in front of the Kelly Quad Office. "Is the university looking for a lawsuit?" questioned the
author. I believe that in this instance, they were.
I've found that it takes the grounds crew an
immeasurable amount of time to get out and plow
the walkways which students need to transverse
on their way to classes. Then, when they finally do,
they do a half-assed job. I live in Dewey and I
noticed that when they got around to plowing the
walkway through the quad, they merely took one
swipe with a 4x4 truck with a plow attached, thus
leaving the students a mere six foot path to follow.
By comparison, the walkway usually is about
twice that, so that a large number of students can
get around in the walkway.
I've also noticed that many of the parking areas
have only been half-plowed, which is the point that
the Watchdog makes. He has done a good job conversing about that, so I'll let him have that topic.
Then, the grounds crew came around the next
day and threw some sand on the ground. Where I
live upstate, sand has a tendency to aid in traction,
but I guess the laws of physics don't follow here on
the island. The brown sand that gets thrown onto
the ground just has a tendency to turn into slush
and just make walking worse for everybody.
So, I've talked about the areas that can be plowed.
Now onto the areas that need to be shoveled. These
areas NEED to be shoveled. I noticed that around 6
to 8 hours after the plow moved the large amount
of snow around, a few men (about three) came to
shovel the steps. Actually, they half shoveled a few
steps in an effort to shorten the job up. One end of
the building had the wheelchair access ramp shoveled and a little path was made from there to the

of these beasts have only caused it to throw itself to
the ground, shattering into a million-billion-zillion
fragments of frozen H20. Once exposed to open
air, the innards of the beast sublimate instantly,
becoming a poisonous gas. The gas only seems to
be toxic to the plenitude who show inferior brain
tnd
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This metamorphosis allows the beast to move
onto the next stage of its life. After assimilating the
metals from the now severely brain damaged
human, it becomes a gas again. But instead of
being poisonous, this time it is a sentient gas, drifting slowly up to congregate under the bridge.
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fraternity members
and
lacrosse players.
The cunning
capacity of these
chilly columns
of cranial crucifixion continue
to be a conundrum. They cor
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the bridge, waiting for unsuspecting hatless people
to stroll by. Their favorite target is bald people, as
they have the least resistance in stopping the skull
piercing daggers.
Then they free themselves from the rabble of their
siblings and plunge into the heads of people, quickly feeding on the iron- and oxygen-rich blood of the
skull. They feed through small openings in the pinnacles of their pointy bodies, sucking the blood up
into what scientists can only guess is a gizzard.
They must feed quickly, as the heat of the
bloody head wound melts the beast, which as we
know kills it. But if they feed quickly enough,
they ingest enough essential trace minerals that
allows them to transmutate.
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with the spiritless shard of solid water shiftts ability to slay mortals to the inert ice. This is
why there are lone icicles. These are newly
formed beasts who are trying to propagate a
new colony of these blood-fueled, skull-piercing collections of solidified-water molecules.
Where these beasts go during the warmer
months is still a mystery. Some hypotheses
have them turning into a gas and hibernating in light bulbs, while others scientists
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their dying moment - transform themselves into
squirrels or rabbits. This of course is the most
laughed at explanation for their disappearance
after the melting occurs.
The most accepted explanation is that these tundral
beasts of sharp tyrannical terror become so condensed, that they shrink to the size of a pencil eraser
and lay dormant until they again come in contact
with 32 degree water. This makes the most sense, but
no scientist has ever been able to find any of these
'pods' that hold the essence of the icy death knives.
So even if this season hold no more icicles for
us, you should forever be wary of the danger
they possess. Winter is surely the season of our
discontent.

university problems
quad office, while the rest of the building's
entrances were ignored. The stairs at the quad
office were hardly shoveled at all on the side closest to Dewey. A student had to squeeze their way
up the stairs to avoid the snow covered stairs.
It just so happens that as I was leaving Kelly
Cafeteria on my way to a University Chorale
practice, I needed to leave the quad building from
the side facing the academic mall. Those steps
weren't even shoveled, they had the snow merely
trampled down by the many students that needed to go into the building,
As I was cautiously stepping my way down the
stairs, desperately hoping that I wouldn't fall on
my ass, one of my friends accosted me with a
greeting,
"Andrew Preston!" he proclaimed,
"Yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaasssssssssssssss?" I screamed as I fell down the
stairs, landing relatively safely on my butt, my
head landing softly on my bookbag.
"You just fell on your ass." my friend laughed.
I didn't think it was very funny, though. My butt
hurt and that set up the rest of the evening for
minor pain everytime I moved,
So, the moral of the story is: You public worker
type people, shovel the damn stairs,
Now, onto other things I'm not very happy
about. The SINC site computers are going on the
fritz, even worse than last semester. I went to the
Chemistry SINC site (Did you even know that
one existed? It's a neat place.) and tried to surf the
internet. The computers in there sorta worked,
until I was roughly booted out of my account for
no particular reason. It seems that the computers
crashed and some of the information I was looking for was lost.
The library SINC site computers are beginning to
think that they don't want to work. The people

who are supposed to keep the systems running
seem to be getting lax in their jobs. I couldn't count
how many times I've walked into any computer
room and seen signs plastered all over machines
that say, "Do not use this computer."
However, there are some good things about the
computer situation here. The SBS SINC site has
P75's and they are nice machines. Netscape flies on
those systems like mad. It's incredible how fast
you see pictures come flying over the lines. It's a
nice change to the 386's that act like IBM XT's in all
the other SINC sites.
Another excellent use of computers in the university is the new Chemistry lecture layout.
Professor Lacey has done an excellent job in making some Astound presentations that really show
the concepts to the students. I appreciate all the
hard work he's done.
Professor Lacey has also put some major work
into the CHE 132 World Wide Web page. He's
planning on integrating the notes from the classes
into the World Wide Web page, but unfortunately,
the SINC site computers aren't ready for that capability. The people who maintain the computers
need to install the WWW Astound plug in for
Netscape, but they apparently haven't gotten
around to it yet.
And one last thing, on a relatively personal note
which has absolutely nothing at all to do with any
of the rest of this article; I have had the gall to speak
my mind to some females. Unfortunately, I've also
had the gall to piss them off. To those females, especially Sarah, I offer my heartfelt apologies.
Pierre, Abecedarian of the GSS!
All views expressed are solely mine. No inference
should me made between my personal views and
those of any group I partake in.
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By Benjamin Elijah Griffin
This is the second in my series of articles on bodyart. Virtually all of my knowledge of this field
comes from reading Usenet's rec.arts.bodyart for
the past five years and from books and magazines
devoted to the subject. I have had a number of
piercings, but I do not yet have any tattoos because
I cannot yet afford the ones I want.
The first thing one should decide before getting
a tattoo is that they are really willing to make that
commitment. A good tattoo artist will often cost
upwards of $100 an hour. Tattoo removal by laser
costs upwards of $800 an hour. Also remember
that getting the tattoo is usually faster and less
painful than the removal.
Once you can convince yourself you are willing to
get a tattoo knowing it is virtually permanent, you
have to decide upon a design that you will like for
the rest of your life. The name of someone still alive
is not likely to be a good choice. Over the course of
the past four years I have slowly been refining the
design for my first tattoo. I figure that if I can like
the same image for a number of years, than that is
my best bet for a design I will like forever.
Walking in to a shop to pick something off the
wall is not likely to get you a design you will be
proud to show your grandkids. Good places to
look for ideas for tattoos include the ink magazines, clip art collections, Dover Press books, anywhere else you see interesting pictures. (Dover
Press also sells temporary tattoos.) I have seen
designs taken from children's crayon drawings to
a large backpiece alphabet on a librarian.
Next you should pick an artist to execute your
design. Besides being someone with illustrating
talent, your artist should be well practiced at tattooing, like working in the style you want, and
should operate with clean and sterile equipment.
Be sure to look at the artist's portfolio before making a decision to go with him/her. Any artist without a portfolio is bad news.
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Always talk with your artist for an estimate before
beginning the design. It is generally considered
rude to try to dicker over the price, if the cost is too
much consider scaling down the design. Many people feel that it is appropriate to tip the artist 10 to
20% (cash) upon completion of a design.
To maintain sterile conditions for the work the
artist should do several things. S/he should always

were disposable latex gloves for his/her own safety. (There will be a lot of your blood about during
the work.) Ink should always be taken from a disposable reservoir to avoid contamination. Sterilized
disposable needles are highly recommended, but
sterilized reusable needles are acceptable.
Sterilization should be up to hospital standards.
Autoclaves can kill everything using steam and
pressure if used long enough and hot enough.
Chemical sterilizers (sometimes called chemiclaves) are better because they can achieve the
same level of cleanliness with less strain on the
equipment if the used properly. HIV is not a big
~-c
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concern for tattooing infections due to the weakness of that virus. Hepatitis B &C and Chlamydia,
among many lesser known other diseases, are a
concern. The use of disposable needles is highly
recommended to forestall infections.
The area to be worked should also be cleaned
with an antibacterial soap prior to the tattooing.
Alcohol is no where near as effective. Consider getting vaccinations against hepatitis if you plan to be
getting lots of work done.
The best treatment of a fresh tattoo is essentially
similar to treatment of a case of bad sunburn. For
the first few hours keep the area covered with a
bandage. Plastic food wrap is popular for this purpose as it allows the work to be shown off without
removing the dressing. Then clean with an antibacterial soap and apply a thin coat of ointment to the
area. Neosporin, Bacitracin or other over the
counter triple antibiotics are good. Repeat the
application several times a day for the first few
days. After that clean the area regularly and
(optionally) apply a very small amount of vaseline
to keep the area moist.
Keeping wounds clean and moist is the best way
to minimize scarring. Some people claim vaseline
will cause fading, but I have never seen any documentation to those claims. After the first day do
not bandage the area. Don't pick at the scabs and
don't get too much sun. If it itches don't scratch it
but slap the area or use Noxzema in place of vaseline. Do not go swimming within two weeks of getting a tattoo.
Past the first two to three weeks the only things
that can harm your tattoo are scarring and sunlight. Sunlight is a slow but steady threat which
causes blurring and fading over the course of several decades. The danger from scarring (including
stretch marks from pregnancies, weight gain,
weight loss, and extreme muscle building) should
be obvious. If your artist was not very skilled or
used poor inks, fading and blurring might result
irregardless of what you do.
----
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WBAI - Au Natural,100% Corporate
By Joanna K. Wegielnik
Haiti, a literally starving nation, is exporting
food at a rate three times greater under the
Clinton administration than under Bush. In Ft.
Benning, Georgia, the School of Americas (also
known a the "School of Assassins"), annually
graduates dozens of Latin/Central American generals who subsequently return to their native
countries to establish military regimes, death
squads, and the like. Twenty years ago, Indonesia
invaded East Timor using U.S. supplied weapons.
Consequently, 200,000 Timorese have been killed,
roughly a third of the population. The U.S.
remains a close ally of the Indonesian regime
despite a UN condemnation of the annexation.
Only a few months ago, I would've been
completely unaware of the aforementioned.
Fortunately, one day as I was battling horrendous traffic on 347, I stumbled upon a treasure right smack in the middle of the FM dial.
The frequency, 99.5. The station, WBAI-PACIFICA RADIO.
WBAI has been around for decades and is one of
five PACIFICA radio stations broadcasting in the
country. In a time of merging monopolies, megacorporations and nuclear proliferators (Disney,
Westinghouse, General Electric), greedily gob-
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bling television/radio frequencies, WBAI, along
with our very own WUSB 90.1 and Connecticut
based WPKN 89.5, remains as one of the few progressive independent media outlets around. The
station is 100% listener supported. It receives no
government funding, no grants from utility companies or military contractors. This past Sunday

afternoon, WBAI reached a hallmark of sorts making community radio history during the annual
fund-raising drive. The $1 million goal was met,
setting a benchmark in the history of community
radio broadcasting. Congratulations are certainly
in order to all participants and all making generous contributions. The philosophy of WBAI is
actually quite simple. Instead of bombarding their
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audience with thirty second soundbites, WBAI
offers intelligent coverage of local, national, and
international events, investigative journalism,
and interviews with important community leaders. It is not uncommon to hear Leonard Peltier,
Jennifer Harbury, Noam Chomsky, or Mumia
Abu-Jamal over WBAI's airwaves. Forums and
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or more perspectives on a single issue with
plenty of spicy debate.
Don't get turned off!! WBAI is not all talk.
As a matter of fact, there are several excellent musical programs featuring hip hop,
funk, reggae, blues, jazz, punk, alternative,
techno, classical, opera and all other sorts
of goodies.
So, if you've ever been left gasping after a
nightly dose of CNN, and you really want
to know what the hell is going on, tune in. If
you've ever been disappointed by the commercial crap that passes for much of MTV, turn off
the boob tube, and turn up that radio. WBAI's got
something for everyone. Make it a part of your
daily regimen!

By Lowell Yaeger
Okay, why did I change the name of this column? I don't know, I needed the change. Change
is good. Anyway, here's the week's, month's,
whatever's, news.
While not music-related, I thought I should run a
brief by-line to David Ewalt's article about the recent
telecommunications bill. Bill Clinton (you know, the
guy who works the phones at the White House)
recently signed a bill imposing fines of $250,000 and
jail sentences of 2 years for anyone who makes
"indecent" material available in a public forum
online. Now, while I'm sure the majority of the drivers on the Information Superhighway don't want
to pass billboards of Ally Sheedy copulating with
dogs, the use of the word "indecent" is an attempt
not only for Republicans to bend their will to apply
to any document they deem worthy of censorship,
but also an attempt to extend their sphere of conservativism into the world of computing.
The Internet offers many people a form of social
freedom heretofore unseen since the birth of culture.
Everyone is reduced to a common denominator words on a screen - and people can interact on a
level where physical qualities, from appearance to
race, do not interfere. Information can be exchanged,
cultures can be formed - people can deal with each
other, goddamit. And now the Republicans want to
elbow their way in and mess things up.
A like-minded group of people known as the
Voters Telecommunications Watch have organized
a 48-hour protest which went into effect immediately after Clinton signed the bill, changing the coloring on their web page from black lettering on
white background to white lettering on black background. While it may not seem like much, at least

it's a means of showing the people out there that
you care. If you run a Web Page or know someone
who does, mention this to them, even though the
48-hour period is up. The White House doesn't
realize just how much of the voting public uses the
Internet on a regular basis.
For more information, e-mail "cda-info@cdt.org."
And contact the White House! Call (202)-456-1111
and ask for "Hillary's Boytoy."
Okay, enough politics, let's talk music. Ministry
is going on tour, in support of the suppuratingly
bad Filth Pig. Still, Ministry live is a sight to behold
- leather-clad Al Jourgensen howling into a
microphone whose stand is adorned with animal
bones while a band of up to 13 people whirl away
in unison behind him. Dual drummers, heavy
sampling, Grateful Dead-like improvisations (well,
maybe not) - it's all good, even if Martin Atkins
and William Rieflin aren't with the band any more.
Oh yeah, and the Jesus Lizard is probably opening
the show. Their lead singer, David Yow, is probably
the only other man in America besides Gibby
Haynes who can sing "Jesus Built My Hotrod," so
maybe we'll finally see it live.
Summer festival watch: this summer promises
not one but THREE, count 'em, THREE, alternamusic festivals. The smallest is a tour sponsored by
4AD, the label that brings you the Pixies, the
Breeders, the Amps, some early Bauhaus,
Dead Can Dance, This Mortal Coil, and other
indie-pop/goth gems. Headlining the tour is Lush,
in support of their newest release, Love Life; guest
slots by artists like Lisa Germano are also
promised. Lollapalooza organizer Perry Farrell has
quit, at least temporarily, to form his own festival;
he's looking to headline with his band, Porno For
Pyros, whose newest album, God's Good Urge, is

"tentatively" due this year. He's also talking about
having Iggy Pop play, which clashes with the original Lollapalooza's plans to have the Stooges perform. Despite Farrell's departure, the original
Lollapalooza festival will continue on this year,
and the name being bandied about for headlining
status is none other than the definitely un -alternative Metallica, whose newest album is due out this
spring. They're also knocking on Soundgarden's
door, which is weird because Soundgarden's
already played the festival. So if Soundgarden
plays, then the statute of limitations on a band
playing Lollapalooza twice is three years minimum. Either that, or any band can come back as
long as Perry Farrell's gone. Whatever. Take what
you hear from the Lollapalooza rumor mill with a
grain of salt - at this time last year, Farrell was
swearing up and down that Neil Young, Snoop
Doggy Dogg, and the Clash were all going to play,
and none of them even showed up in a guest slot.
Frank Black's newest, The Cult of Ray (American),
is out. True to form, the former lead singer of the
Pixies (one of the best bands of the '80s and the
fore-fathers of the crap people now call indie-pop)
quit 4AD, the label that gave him oodles of money
and complete creative control in return for low
sales and high trouble, and joined Rick Rubin's
label, the home of Marc Geiger, an agent famous
for breaking up the aforementioned Pixies, Jane's
Addiction, and Skinny Puppy. The usual rehashed
rock riffs and lyrics about astronomy and science
fiction -

it's getting old, Frank -

are here, and not

much else. Avoid, avoid, avoid.
Well, that's enough for now. Next time: Nick
Cave's newest, and hopefully, Skinny
Puppy's newest (and lastest). Chupa mi verda,
mi puta preciosa.

Corner O"Cheese
By Ted Swedalla
High school kids from Australia in a rock band.
Sounds all too familiar. But Noise Addict isn't
Silverchair; they have talent.
Thpir vrcnnr
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keep them off the radio. With no clear cut single,
this album will be hard pressed to dent the shit
controlled alternative radio stations, but should
become part of your personal collection, as a
whole, the disc is very strong.

Since everyone else is doing it, The Real Top 10 of
1995 were:
10 - Lamprey - Bettie Serveert
9 - Super FantasticMega Smash Hits - Various
8 - Saturday MorningCartoon'sGreatest Hits - Various
V;
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Real You, on Mike D's Grand
Royal label, contains 13 songs of
teen angst. Well, what did you
expect for them to write, love
songs? Like the back of the disc
says "glowing brighter than a
beam of unfiltered sunshine
refracting off Peter Garrett's
head," and Noise Addict is
refreshingly poppy. (Peter Garrett
is the bald guy in Midnight Oil.)
Noise Addict sounds like a
rather pleasing Australian Rules
Football accident
involving
Pavement and Liz Phair. In fact
"Blemish",
"16",
and
"Boyfriendship" all seem to be
lifted from Pavement lo-fi-underproduced-bag-o-tricks. "Poison
1080" grinds like Veruca Salt, and
"My Pathetic Friend" brings you
back to the days of The
Replacements. Another song on
the disc is "Glerp Was A Boy."
Now can someone help me with
this, is Glerp a popular name for Australians?
Super producer Brad Wood keeps these
Sydneyites from sounding like all the other
wanna-be's (or would that be wallabies) on the
radio today. Unfortunately that will also probably
-
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Without a doubt these boys have talent and will
be around for a while. So jump on this bandwagon
before it leaves the curbside.
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6 - Relish - Joan Osborne
5 - Hundred Years Hall - Grateful Dead
4 - To Bring You My Love - PJ Harvey
3 - Drinking Watermelon Sugar - Snapdragon
2 - Dirt Track Date - Southern Culture On The Skids
1 - Trace - Son Volt
(Ass. Editor's note: Relish? Ted is a retard.) [Ed.
Note - Eat me Dave]
And of course with the Hallmark holiday
Valentine's day coming up, here is a list of CDs you
should listen to if you are going to be alone and bitter. All of these are guaranteed to get you, and keep
you, pissed off at your latest ex. Don't listen to
these with a gun or a bottle of pills near by.
Blood On The Tracks - Bob Dylan- I dverheard someone call this the most depressing album of all-time.
Bring The Family - John Hiatt - This is what happens when you stop drinking and see the world as
it really is.
Shoot Out The Lights - Richard & Linda Thompson
- This is what happens when you leave your pregnant wife to run off with an American.
My Aim Is True, This Years Model, Armed Forces &
Get Happy - Elvis Costello - Elvis' first four albums
are masterpieces of revenge and guilt. Do not listen
with a loaded gun.
Don't forget listen to 90.1 FM WUSB on Monday
mornings at 3am for the Pandemonium
Cheesecake show.
,
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By Ted Swedalla
This week Stony Brook jumps into the 21st century with the ground breaking Beckett Space: A
Modernist Carnival.
This interactive multimedia project contains nine
plays from Samuel Beckett. It allows the audience
to move freely between the plays, and in some
places even take part.
"Beckett Space offers a glimpse into the theatre of
the twenty-first century," director David Z. Saltz
says. "It's exceptional both in the way it integrates
technology with live performances, and in the freedom it allows each individual spectator to determine his or her own experience."
The nine plays are performed continuously
throughout the two plus hours of Beckett Space.
With the plays between 10 and 25 minutes long, a
spectator will get the opportunity to view all nine
plays in an hour and a half, or watch the plays as
many times as they like.
"Beckett's short plays are incredibly rich, and
they become more meaningful with each viewing,"
Saltz says, a Professor of Theatre and Multimedia
Technology. "This production will give spectators
the ability to read and re-read the works in performance as they might a printed edition, and also
move back and forth between the plays to explore
many interconnections between them."
The continuous running of the plays allows the
viewer, who sometimes will be shocked by the
startling images of Beckett's plays, to be able to
watch it repeatedly, something that is impossible
in normal theatre. For example, one of the plays is
just a spotlight on a woman's lips together with a
cloak-draped person standing on a riser.
Saltz explains that if you were to see this play put
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on in regular theater, you might be distracted by
the starkness of the sight, and miss the full meaning. But Beckett Space allows for the viewers to see
the plays in any order and as often as possible,
thereby allowing for the opportunity to be able to
're-read' the plays.
The nine areas in the Theatre One of the Staller
Center are divided by wooden walls, heavy curtains or, in places nothing at all. This results in a
very unique event as twelve actors join forces with
seven computers, three video projectors and a
myriad of other technological gadgets. The crowd
moves between the plays creating a carnival like
atmosphere.
"Most of the plays are quiet," Saltz says, "but
have outbursts in them, so overlapping sounds are
unavoidable. But on the other hand it adds to the
carnival atmosphere."
All this technology does not get in the way of the
readings of the plays.
"This isn't like other great plays which are
enhanced by technology, just to show off the latest
technology," Saltz says. "The Beckett plays we've
chosen are like advanced algorithms."
"What's exciting about the project is that we
are not using technology for technology's sake,"
Jason Quinlan, a production dramaturg, says,
"but to explore technological aspects already
inherent in the plays."
Much of the equipment used in Beckett Space
was either donated, including six Macintosh computers from the hospital, or through partial funding by NEC. The Physics Electronic Center created
custom circuitry for use in one of the plays.
Unlike others plays, these later Beckett plays tend
to be cyclical in nature. This allows them to flow
continuously, often repeating without a clear break
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in the production. Ouad, for instance, the last line
of the play is also the first.
"This works beautifully with Saltz's concept of
repeating the play over and over within a carnival
like atmosphere," Amy Waguespack, also a production dramaturg, says.
All the work, which began last spring, was done
by Stony Brook's Laboratory for Technology in the
Arts. This is a joint venture between the school's
Theatre, Arts and Music Departments.
The nine Beckett plays that make up this modernist
carnival include Ohio Impromptu. Eh Joe, Play, Not
L Rockaby, Come and Go, Breath, and Ouad. Also
included is an audience participation environment,
where twice each evening Amy Sullivan, a Professor
of Dance, will present a dance piece created specifically for the performance, which will interacts with
parts of Waiting For Godot.
Beckett Space: A Modernist Carnival is the premiere performance from the Laboratory for
Technology in the Arts. Saltz calls it a 'huge experiment.' After you enter through Breath - which
takes place in the entrance, the order in which you
see the plays is up to you. This means that there are
over 40,000 different ways to see the plays. And
that is if you see each play only once!
Beckett Space: A Modernist Carnival will be presented Thursday through Saturday, February 15-17,
and 22-24, between 8-10:30 p.m., and Sundays,
February 18 and 25, between 2-4:30 p.m. Admission
to the space will be staggered, allowing audiences
members to enter at 8 or 8:45 p.m. for the evening
performances, and 2 or 2:45 p.m. for the afternoon
performances. The price for admission is $8. Those
interested can call (516) 632-7300 for more information or to arrange disability-related accommodations.

Never Was a Cornflake Girl
By Jessica LaMantia
Tori Amos' solo debut album, Little Earthquakes,
was a raw, descript, heart-wrenching confession of
emotion. It was her diary, allowing fans to glimpse
into the pain and frustration she had undergone everything from being rejected by the boys in high
school, to her own rape, featured in her a cappella
"Me and a Gun." Years later, Miss Amos released
her second album, Under the Pink. Although the
title seems cryptic, the pianist revealed that it was
the next logical step beyond her first record revealing our innermost thoughts and desires,
those we tend to hide from others, even ourselves.
When we pull back our skin we see the vulnerable
pink beneath the protective layer - exposing ourselves for everyone to see and judge.
Now, with her new release, Boys For Pele, Tori
Amos proves once again that she is the fruitiest
loop of them all. With her off-beat, quirky lyrics,
Tori Amos uses metaphors that initially seem
ridiculous, but upon closer analysis tend to make
perfect sense. Tori has declared this her "relationship" album, delving into areas involving all the
men in her life - from god to past love to her own
father. And her view on these relationships culminates when we examine the title which indicates
Tori sacrificing boys to the volcano goddess, Pele.
But Tori Amos says more than just a jilted woman
(i.e. Alanis Morissette's "angst"-filled "You Oughta
Know" - a horribly whiny song, that basically just
bitches). She tells the world about the frailty of
offering yourself to someone and the harsh reality
of them not wanting you because you're not picture
perfect like a magazine. In her song "Hey Jupiter."
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Her first single, "Caught a Lite Sneeze," pays
respect to her friend, Trent Reznor, when she sings:
"Caught a lite sneeze, Dreamed a little dream,
Made my own Pretty Hate Machine."
But besides these allusions to Nine Inch Nails,
Miss Amos has demonstrated her development of

instrumental arrangements. On this album Tori
went back and forth between her studio in New
Orleans and recording in a country Church in
Ireland, lending the album various acoustics. The
incorporation of new instruments such as harpsichords, harmonium organs, mandolins and church
bells have lent a unique sound to many of the

songs, such as "Talula." In addition, Tori has a lot
more experimentation on this album using long
piano rifts in the beginnings of some of the songs
and in other places throughout the entire record.
Tori Amos is kicking off her Dew Drop Inn Tour
in England in late February and is due in the States
in a few months. Fans won't be disappointed - she
has promised to play small venues once again to
ensure the personalized setting that suits both
yourself and her music. This means most likely
she'll be performing at the Beacon Theater and/or
Symphony Space for a few nights to please all her
fans when she comes to New York City. In addition
to her grueling world tour, Tori Amos is still very
active with her toll-free, 24 hour hotline number
which provides vital services for victims of sexual
assault. It's called R.A.I.N.N. - the Rape, Abuse,
and Incest National Network which connects
callers to local rape crisis centers. In June, the D.C.
Rape Crisis Center honored Amos with a 1994
Visionary Award, given annually to individuals
who have contributed to the battle against sexual
violence. In an advertisement for the hot line, Tori
said, "Healing takes courage, and we all have
courage, even if we have to dig a little to find it."
Tori Amos has come a long way from her L.A. rock
chick days and her pop band, Y Kant Tori Read! She
gave up her hair-spray teased hair and leather
corsets years ago. And now what we have is the
soul-searching music of a woman who has inspired
people to think and feel and face whatever demons
they may have lurking in the dark recesses of their
minds and hearts.
The number for R.A.I.N.N. is 1-800-656-HOPE

Arguments About Division I Athletics
Division I is a Correct Manipulation of our Athletics
By William Shakespeare
Upon the blighted days of campus time
is forseen a newer fervor of hope,
a hope far transcended through eyes
forever blinded by the darkness decried
by the bleak rut of Division Three.
Zounds, they sayeth, with pompitude
and determination; A campus overfill'd
with academic excellence (a heaven's delight!),
location more exquisite than angel's hair,
a gym more suited for a god's play,
show me a university that is more apt
for athletic success beyond limit's consent;
Division One a most logical step, such
as an upright position is for a newborn.
Alack, among the flaw'd woes this
university begs us to recognize aloud,
the earth shaketh below our paws by
infinite Satans with opinions mighty
and voices loud as a trumpet's scream.
Zounds, they sayeth, are we a most
ignorant people who sprint into apparitions
transposed by athletics, a realm fed
to us by self-serving administrators
seeking advancement in personal spheres
rather than the progress of a whole?
These leeches suck us with letters
condemning our own personal beings
and the ability of the student body,
our kin, to make clear and logical
determinations, and we are woe for't.
The devil speaks in them. In our
misfortune, their apparition blinds
our eyes like the early morning's sun
on a misty day. It is our prerogative,
fellow Seawolves, to trudge through
this irascible muck mudded by those
unwilling to see pas't tomorrow's lunch
and for those with visions unimpeded
to lead us towards the finish line of
D-I athletics as we know of it today.
How can one compare the elation of
victory at it's highest difficulties if
we are slogged in the quagmire that
permeate ourselves at lower levels?
How could one compare the trevails
one encounters at Division I if
we refuse to push ourselves to ends?
Volleyball, Baseball, and Basketball;
Football, Hockey, Lacrosse, and Softball;
Swimming, Track and Field, all inclusiveneed I say any more than worldclass competition gracing our hallowed
fields but departing, tails in their legs,
with the bitter taste of scornful defeat?
Could world recognition be far behind
the tails of victories engaged?
Zounds, the way to our limits is
through the terror of roadblocks abound!
The path to the promotion of our
diplomas shines through our athletic
achievements! And perceive in multiples
the money we would swim in, just
with the sales of our exciting logo alone!
Long Island would embrace our squads
like a frame to our family photo!
For I sayeth, Seawolves, Seawolves,
in good time a presence in athletics,
a choice made in good satisfaction
by the elders of this academic machine.
Away, demons of this anti-progression,
to your vouchsafe hell where I pray
you will be usurped by the common
slugs you confer with on a daily basis.
Division One, Division One, we
come to you, thou art Division One!

Edited By Steven Tornello

Division I is a Fuckin' Mistake
By Joey Goombah
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Ia Division One program here at dis fuckin
3chool, you know what I'm talkin' about over
iere, and I am totally against it. It ain't good
or da school. I was talkin to my buddy Little
Vinny over dare and we wuz, you know, talkin
ibout da teams and shit and you know what he
ell me? He tell me, "Yo, Joey, over here, you
know dis fuckin Division I shit, it ain't no
uckin good, you know what I'm talkin
about?" And I concur. I like da fact dat I can try
)ut for a fuckin team at dis level and, you
<now, not be ridiculed and shit, but whenever
get ridiculed, I get da boys down from da
ieighborhood and we beat the fuckin shit out
>f the instigators, you know what I'm sayin?
Ve don want no trouble over here..We're jus a
:ouple of goodfellas over here tryin to get an
?ducation at dis school over here. Look at
.ittle Vinny over dare, he go out for da bocce
eam wit me and we do good because we are
Yoodfellas and shit and da utter athletes, dey
ook at us like we are gods or sometin over
here. Here we are, two goombahs doin good. I like dat
shit. So, anyway, me, Little Vinnv, and Tony da Finger,
suggestions to help liven dings up at dis
., first up, we need new uniforms and

scarlet and grey shit, it don't work. We
a proposal. O.K., get ready for dis. Each
n is lavishly decked out in acid-wash
ins, boots, and fuckin white undershirts
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shit. It may look faggy but da girls will
love it, you know what I'm saying?
Anutter proposal we gots is dat each
team get pizza after da game. You
know, you sweat when you trow da ball
and shit and I don't like to sweat unless
I'm at a club or bodda boom bodda bing,
iou know what I'm sayin, but you trow
a ball and you sweat, and you get huny and shit, so we eat pizza after a game.
v, if youze go Division I, it's a violation
lit to eat pizza afta games, so dats no
e, Little Vinny, Tony da Finger, and even
all want dis fuckin school over here to be
shit, but, you know, a scandal and shit
happens, bodda boom bodda bing, you gotta cut da
fuckin physics department, you know what I mean?
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could I go to learn to play racquetball and any
of dose utter fuckin faggy sports? Dink about
how many gym teachers are gonna be witout
jobs and shit,.and what about goodfellas like
me who need dose ten credits to graduate
from dis fuckin college over here? Ever dink
about dat, you fuckin goood-for-nuttin administrators? Dey always dink for demselves and
it takes a goodfella like me to point dis shit
out, you know what I'm sayin? We need to sit
here and re-evaluate because I dink dat dis is
no fuckin good for SUNY, you know what I
mean? Da only good ding is dat girls would
dig it, but if I want to meet a chick, I could go
to Carrington's over dare and do dat too, you
know. So in conclusion, it is bad because I don
like it. Da pizza ding too, it's a good idea but
it'll be illegal so fuck dat. And dink of all dose
gym teachers because dey slashed da physics
department. So if dare's a vote for Division
One atletics or sumtin, please, I fuckin beg, say
no to Division One atletics because of da pizza
ding and da gym teachers.
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By Lowell Yaeger
The message below was received on the Stony
Brook Press phone mail server at 3:10 PM on
Monday, February 5. Its extension, which I won't
list here, is probably an elevator or public phone
somewhere on-campus - repeated calls to it
haven't yielded any answer. The message was in
response to my fourth selection of the BEST
ALBUMS OF 1995, in the January 29, 1996 issue of
The Stony Brook Press, which read, to wit:
4. Alanis Morissette, Jagged Little Pill
(Maverick/Warner Brothers). Just kidding. This
woman's talent begins and ends with her breasts.
Anyway, here's the exact transcribed message.
If you want to hear it, come down to the Press
when we're open and a staff member will be
happy to play it for you; if you have phone mail,
call us at 2-6451 and we'll be more than happy to
forward the message to you. The message was
delivered in a female voice, speaking in a relative
monotone, except where noted in the text following the transcription.
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Morissette, that this woman talent... woman's talent
begins and ends with her breasts. Well, I think you're a
fuckin' asshole, and you shouldn't be writingfor anybody, much less you probably can't even write your
own name, so, there you go.
First and foremost, let me say that my comment
was not an attempt to objectify women in any
shape or form. I think Alanis Morissette's music is
completely devoid of any talent; it is a complete
attempt to rip off modern rock musical stylings
and the angst-filled lyricism previously portrayed
by artists like Trent Reznor and Eddie Vedder both of whom are rip-offs in their own right. Her
music comes off sounding like the whining of a
spoiled child with little to cry about: a pretty voice
and a good appearance in front of a producer's
money-making machine.
But I find it hard t6 believe I should have to
explain myself to someone who is so dangerously
deluded an individual. Detailed and careful analysis of the message itself, the intonations of her
voice when conveying certain meanings, and the
written transcript, in conjunction with
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thing as unthreatening as an answering machine even this mild confrontation is too much for her to
bear. She gives her anxiety away even further by
saying "uh" halfway into the message - she is nervous, and unsure of what she is going to say, which
is further evidence of her inability to carefully plan
her actions. Her next statement, "I don't know,"
sums up her entire-personality.
Then, her dismissal of every other piece of
music on the page is an example of her desire to
blot out all other forms of reality except the ones
she chooses to perceive - a dangerous sign of
encroaching schizophrenia.
Her views on sexuality become clearer when she
is forced to repeat the words "woman's talent."
She leaves off the pluralism on her first attempt
due to her inability to cope with her own femininity. Perhaps she is a latent homosexual, incapable
of identifying with the forbidden desires lurking in
her psyche. Or perhaps this is another example of
her anxiety... she couldn't even complete a simple
thought without being so overcome by her emotions that she needed to stop and verbally regroup.
She clearly pronounces "fucking" as "fuckin',"
leaving the "g" off in an attempt to displace that letter from her reality. She is afraid of men as a whole,
and the colloquialism for "man" is "guy," which, of
course, begins with a "g." In addition, she is afraid
of her own femininity, as I have demonstrated, and
cannot cope with the letter "g" in the term "g-spot."
"Shouldn't be writing for anybody" is an attempt
to divorce her object of hatred from all other allies,
thereby placing him in a spot, alone, where she can
emasculate him further. The incorrect grammar in
the last sentence as she switches to "much less you
probably can't even write your own name" is an
example of her final breakdown, as all the trappings of civilization are stripped away, leaving the
bare id beneath exposed and throbbing. The banal
"so, there you go" which finishes her tirade is a terrified realization that she has placed all of these
psychological dysfunctions within clear view, and
she is now attempting to flee.
Why is she so anxious? All of this can be
explained by an old psychological phenomenon
known as "reaction formation." Reaction formation is best described as a hostile reaction towards
something which the person in question secretly
finds desirable. It is this phenomenon which
explains why little children will act hostile towards
other children of the opposite sex that they feel
attracted to. As a child develops, he or she leaves
reaction formation behind. Ergo, reaction formation is an example of regression to childhood in the
face of severe anxiety, something this caller is clearly suffering from.
In this case, the object of her reaction formation

could possibly be me, the writer. She seeks some
kind of interaction with me, and therefore feels the
need to attack me directly (or, for the more timid,
the answering machine which will then get in
touch with me). If she sincerely wants to discuss
this issue with me on a mature, one-to-one level,
she may visit me at The Stony Brook Press, in the
basement of the Union... room 060.
As for being unable to write my name...
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